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HEAPSORTHEAPSORT
O(n lg n) worst case like merge sort.

Sorts in place like insertion sort or quick sort.

Combines the best of both algorithms.



Heap Data StructureHeap Data Structure
Heap A is a nearly complete binary tree.

Height of node = # of edges on a longest simple path from the 
node down to a leaf.

Height of heap = height of root = θ(lg n)Height of heap  height of root  θ(lg n).

A heap can be stored as an array A.
Root of tree is A[1].[ ]

Parent of A[i ] = A[[i/2]] (piso) .

Left child of A[i ] = A[2i ].

Right child of A[i ] = A[2i + 1].

Computing is fast with binary representation implementation. 



Heap PropertyHeap Property
For max-heaps (largest element at root), max-heap property: 
for all nodes i, excluding the root, A[PARENT(i )] ≥ A[i ].

For min-heaps (smallest element at root),min-heap property: 
for all nodes i  excluding the root  A[PARENT(i )] ≤ A[i ]for all nodes i, excluding the root, A[PARENT(i )] ≤ A[i ].

The max-heap property guarantees that the maximum 
element of a max-heap is at the rootp



ExampleExample



Maintaining the heap propertyMaintaining the heap property
MAX-HEAPIFY is important for manipulating max-heaps. It 
is used to maintain the max-heap property.

Before MAX-HEAPIFY, A[i ] may be smaller than its children.

Assume left and right subtrees of i are max heapsAssume left and right subtrees of i are max-heaps.
After MAX-HEAPIFY, subtree rooted at i is a max-heap.



Pseudo code MAX HEAPIFYPseudo-code MAX-HEAPIFY
MAX-HEAPIFY(A, i, n)

l ← LEFT(i )
r ← RIGHT(i )
if l ≤ n and A[l] > A[i ]if l ≤ n and A[l]  A[i ]

then largest ←l
else largest ←i

if r ≤ n and A[r ] > A[largest]

then largest ←r
if largest ≠ iif largest ≠ i

then exchange A[i ] ↔ A[largest]
MAX-HEAPIFY(A, largest, n)



Example MAX HEAPIFYExample MAX-HEAPIFY

Time: O(lg n).



Building a heapBuilding a heap
The following procedure, given an unordered array, will 
produce a max-heap.

BUILD MAX HEAP(A  )BUILD-MAX-HEAP(A, n)

for i ←[n/2] (piso) downto 1

d  MAX HEAPIFY(A  i  )do MAX-HEAPIFY(A, i, n)



Building a heapBuilding a heap



ExampleExample
i starts off as 5.

MAX-HEAPIFY is applied to subtrees rooted at nodes (in 
order): 16, 2, 3, 1, 4.



ExampleExample

EJEMPLO



CorrectnessCorrectness
Loop invariant: At start of every iteration of for loop, each node 
i + 1  i + 2      n is root of a max-heapi + 1, i + 2, . . . , n is root of a max heap.
Initialization: We know that each node n/2 + 1 (piso), n/2 + 2 
(piso), . . . , n is a leaf, which is the root of a trivial max-heap. Since 
i =n/2 (piso) before the first iteration of the for loop, the invariant i n/2 (piso) before the first iteration of the for loop, the invariant 
is initially true.
Maintenance: Children of node i are indexed higher than i , so 
by the loop invariant, they are both roots of max-heaps. Correctly y p , y p y
assuming that i+1, i+2, . . . , n are all roots of max-heaps, MAX-
HEAPIFY makes node i a max-heap root. Decrementing i
reestablishes the loop invariant at each iteration.
Termination:  When i = 0, the loop terminates. By the loop 
invariant, each node, notably node 1, is the root of a max-heap.



The heapsort algorithmThe heapsort algorithm
Builds a max-heap from the array.
Starting with the root (the maximum element), the 
algorithm places the maximum element into the correct 
place in the array by swapping it with the element in the last p y y pp g
position in the array.
Discard this last node (knowing that it is in its correct place) 
b  d i  th  h  i  d lli  MAX HEAPIFY  by decreasing the heap size, and calling MAX-HEAPIFY on 
the new (possibly incorrectly-placed) root.
Repeat this discarding process until only one node (the p g p y (
smallest element) remains, and therefore is in the correct 
place in the array.



Pseudo codePseudo-code
HEAPSORT(A, n)

BUILD-MAX-HEAP(A, n)

for i ← n downto 2

do exchange A[1] ↔ A[i ]
MAX-HEAPIFY(A, 1, i − 1)



ExampleExample



ExampleExample



AnalysisAnalysis
BUILD-MAX-HEAP: O(n)

for loop: n − 1 times

exchange elements: O(1)

MAX-HEAPIFY: O(lg n)

Total time: O(n lg n).

Though heapsort is a great algorithm, a well-implemented

quicksort usually beats it in practice.



Priority queuePriority queue
Maintains a dynamic set S of elements.
Each set element has a key - an associated value.
Max-priority queue supports dynamic-set operations:

INSERT(S  x): inserts element x into set SINSERT(S, x): inserts element x into set S.
MAXIMUM(S): returns element of S with largest key.
EXTRACT-MAX(S): removes and returns element of S with largest 
kkey.
INCREASE-KEY(S, x, k): increases value of element x’s key to 
k. Assume k ≥ x’s current key value.. ssu e   s cu e t ey a ue.

Example max-priority queue application: schedule jobs on 
shared computer.



Finding the maximum elementFinding the maximum element
Getting the maximum element is easy: it.s the root.

HEAP-MAXIMUM(A)

return A[1]

Time:  θ(1).



Extracting max elementExtracting max element
HEAP-EXTRACT-MAX(A, n)
if   1if n < 1

then error “heap underflow”
max ← A[1]max A[1]
A[1] ← A[n]
MAX-HEAPIFY(A, 1, n − 1)
return max

Analysis: constant time assignments plus time for MAXAnalysis: constant time assignments plus time for MAX-
HEAPIFY.
Time: O(lg n).



Increasing key valueIncreasing key value
Given set S, element x, and new key value k:

HEAP-INCREASE-KEY(A, i, key)
if key < A[i ]

th   “  k  i  ll  th  t k ”then error “new key is smaller than current key”
A[i ] ← key
while i > 1 and A[PARENT(i )] < A[i ]

do exchange A[i ] ↔ A[PARENT(i )]
i← PARENT(i )

Analysis: Upward path from node i has length O(lg n) in an n-element 
heap.
Time: O(lg n).



ExampleExample



Inserting into the heapInserting into the heap
Given a key k to insert into the heap:

MAX-HEAP-INSERT(A, key, n)

A[n + 1]←−∞ 

HEAP-INCREASE-KEY(A, n + 1, key)

Analysis: constant time assignments + time for HEAP-
INCREASE KEYINCREASE-KEY.

Time: O(lg n).



ExampleExample



HEAPSORT(A, n)
BUILD-MAX-HEAP(A, n)
for i← n downto 2

do exchange A[1] ↔ A[i ]
MAX-HEAPIFY(A, 1, i − 1)( , , )

MAX-HEAP-INSERT(A, key, n)
A[  + 1]← ∞ A[n + 1]←−∞ 
HEAP-INCREASE-KEY(A, n + 1, key)

HEAP-INCREASE-KEY(A, i, key)
if key < A[i ]

then error “new key is smaller than current key”t e  e o  y y
A[i ] ← key
while i > 1 and A[PARENT(i )] < A[i ]

d  h  A[i ] A[PARENT(i )]do exchange A[i ] ↔ A[PARENT(i )]
i← PARENT(i )



LINKSLINKS
http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/~jmor159/PLDS210/heaps
ort.html


